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EXPERT INSIDE 
Ralph Hippolyte 

makes you move to your next level 

 
   Former athlete (shot put & 

volleyball), the International Coach 

Instructor for the Federation 

Internationale de Volleyball and 

Professor of Sports at the Institut 

National du Sport de l'Expertise et 

de la Performance (INSEP), our 

expert, Ralph Hippolyte has also 

an impressive record as a consultant 

in sport (for 7 different Olympic 

Sports in 5 countries, 7 major 

universities in USA and for 

professional athletes & teams in 

Football, Tennis, Golf, Volleyball, 

and Rugby) but that’s not all. He is 

the co-Founder of Action Types, a 

cutting edge assessment tool for 

business & sports. Creator of Deep 

Motivational Drivers, an 

assessment tool essential for 

individualizing motivational 

strategies.  

.  
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Performance, productivity, 

innovation & well-being are 

increased when: 
 

• Tthe individual uniqueness is 

embraced, expressed & 

developed within its 

performance context. 

• The diversity of teams and 

workplaces in not merely 

accepted, but also embraced, 

expressed & developed to 

meet specific demands & 

challenges. 
 

These methods brought great 

success in every aspect of human 

performance and every context 

where high level performance or 

improved functionality is required.  



INTROSPECTIVE EXPERIENCE 
  

Radiation of Well-Being 
 

Ralph & Oanh have over 50 years 

of combined experience working 

with high level performers in 

business, sports, education and 

well-being. Their observation have 

served the advancement of human 

performance and their goal is to 

help you identify your own 

preferences and driving schemes, 

for an optimal management and 

practice of your activity. “If your aim is to be somebody else, 

you will fail to become yourself.”  

      

 4th Dimension Message  
As an athlete, a bartender has to managed 
a physical activity in front of an audience 
and stay in shape, for his well-being to be 
perceived. Well-being is key to the success 

& helps him to become 
 creator of the perfect consumer experience. 
It’s not only about physical health but how 
to build your own well-being discipline. 
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   Beyond Appearance 

Know yourself, your physical & 

psychological profile,  

Adapt your actions accordingly  

Develop your own style of 

leadership, 

Improve the managerial project & 

teamwork, 

Improve your communication & 

optimize your speech in front of 

an audience, 

Optimize everyone's part in a 

project, depending on their 

talents, 

Find a balance between well-

being & Performance. 



For me it’s always the little subtle 

taste in my cocktail witch make the 

difference  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your elegance inspiration? 
 

 I’m always saying: If you’re using 

premium spirits and good products, 

you’ll definitely have good cocktails 

with a very nice taste, and of course 

don’t forget the balance of your 

drink ! 

 

Your guest approach?  
 

Passion, sharing, love and smile! For 

me it’s different than a bartender 

behind a bar, because, I’m learning 

people, how, to pour, how to shake, 

how to taste and sharing them my 

cocktails culture, and how you can 

have fun when you create a cocktail 

and the importance of each  

ingredients, drops, flavors …! 

MEMBER INSIDE 
 

Fanny Gauthier-Horel 

ABOUT YOURSELF  
 

Tell us a little about yourself … 
 

I’m French living in Montreal since 

12 years, with my husband and my 3 

daughters. I have more than 20 years 

experience in restaurants & bars. I 

have been the head Bartender at 

Buddha Bar Paris during 7 years, . 

I’m now co-owner of a cooking, wine 

tasting & cocktails school, Ateliers & 

Saveurs (opening Montréal 2008/ 

Québec City 2012). I’m the 

mixologist and I give cocktails 

session and share my passion for 

cocktails. I’ve also cocktails 

chronicles at TV, and at the radio. 
 

Where do you draw your cocktail 

inspiration from?  
 

I found my inspiration everywhere… 

I love trying new combines with 

originals flavors. When taste 

something original in a restaurant, I 

try to find the same combine in my 

cocktail… because I think if it’s good 

to be eat … it’s good to be drink!  
 

Your signature ?  
 

Herbs, herbs, herbs!!! I love using 

herbs… It’s my signature cocktails! 
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MEMBER INSIDE 
 

Fanny Gauthier-Horel 
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We can share our passion for the 

cocktail with our guests … but It’s 

not the only thing… share with 

them the 4th Dimension is a great 

experience ever for them too …  

 

Which Rémy Cointreau product  

would you be?  
 

Ahaha….. Remy Martin, Cointreau, 

The Botanist, St Remy & St Remy à 

la crème, Metaxa, Mount Gay … 

you can go on my Facebook page 

or my Instagram: fannycocktails, 

and you’ll see all the cocktails I 

create with your products!!!  

Sometimes you can find some of 

my signature cocktail on the 4th 

Dimension Facebook page !!!! 

Thank you for sharing them ….  

 

Cheers ! 

 

Fanny 

ABOUT YOUR 4TH DIMENSION 
 

What does the 4th Dimension mean 

for you? 
 

It’s a family of bartender & 

mixologists, who are too much 

passionate of their work ….and they 

want to share their passion!   

 

You attended the 1st session of the 

4th Dimension, one year and a half 

ago, what is your best memory 

from this experience? 
 

What a SOOOO great experience in 

my life, EVER!!!!I met new persons 

from all over the world! It was so nice 

to discuss all together; And finally to 

find a so important common point: 

what really means the 4th Dimension 

… and of course to share it to our 

guests!!! 

 

What have you learned ? 
 

I realized that our guests are always 

looking to us when they’re sitting at 

the bar… more than we do. So, our 

gestural, our mood, our elegant way 

to serve them or to explain them 

spirit, our approach is more 

important than I thought before! 

 



   
 

The Perfect Serve Barshow Amsterdam was back for a third year 

on 23rd and 24th May 2016. 
 

Timo Janse  

our member, is behind this event. 
 

Seminars from international bartending experts (Antonio Lai/ 

Leonardo Leuci this year…), cocktail competitions, tastings and 

the latest national and international trends,this is the must go-to 

event for bartenders, bar mangers and cocktail aficionados. 
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MEMBERS EVENTS 
 

PERFECT SERVE BARSHOW 



  

After a spectacular 4-year, $200 million renovation, Paris’s storied 
Ritz hotel reopens in June, with a new  space named “Ritz Bar »  

 

Aurélie Pezet 
 

our member, is behind this opening! 
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MEMBERS EVENTS 
 

The Ritz Paris’s Grand Reopening 
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MEMBERS CONNECTION 
 

Share on your news and events 
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MEMBERS CONNECTION 
 

Congratulate yourselves 
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MEMBERS CONNECTION 
 

Communicate with each other 
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MEMBERS CONNECTION 
 

Meet together 
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MEMBERS CONNECTION 
 

Think of each other! 
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  MEMORIES 
 

It happened in March… 
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Simply Share with the Community ! 


